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HOMEWORK GUIDELINES  

Please review the document closely and carefully to ensure you are following the steps needed to 
complete the homework project successfully.  

Students are required to complete all 6 Programs for the Client consultations as a step in completing the 
program. 

Students are also required to complete 6 of the 8 Programs for the Student Interview Portion of the 
Program.  

This is a combined 12 homework submissions to successfully complete the program.  

Students are encouraged to not only submit the 12 mandatory assignments but to challenge themselves 
to submit all 14 programs as well as suggestions for adjustments discovered in the 6 follow-up 
consultations observed.  

 

1) All homework is due by NOON PST Saturday of the week of the consultation.  

Late submissions will not be accepted, there will be no exceptions for this program.  

 

2) Please email your homework to homework@emeryherbals.com. You will receive an automatic reply 
from the email indicating receipt of your homework.  

If you do not receive this automatic reply please send your homework again.  

Please do not send your homework to any other email address.  

 

3) Filling out the fillable PDF 

When filling in the form please click SAVE AS and rename your file to keep your template blank for future 
weeks.  

Please save your file with your first initial and last name followed by the client initials and the date. 
Example: C.Emery_ML_9.13.21 

Please date the file with the day of the consultation.  

Hand written formulas will not be accepted.  

4) Requirements  

You are required to complete the main formula, the additional formula as well as the supplement 
and lifestyle recommendations.  

This formula can have up to 9 herbs but must equal a total of 10 parts. The parts for each herb must 
correspond and be accurate to what each monograph indicates. At times it may make sense to increase 
a part by an certain increment. This may be accepted depending on the case and relevance.  
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5) Acceptable Herbs in the Formulas  

Please note that only the herbs we covered in class and that you received a monograph for are 
acceptable in your formulas. Please avoid using herbs we did not cover and/or you did not receive a 
detailed monograph.  

 

6) Be Concise.  

Each line of the PDF fillable form has a cap to the amount of words it will accept. Be concise and to the 
point with the Treatment Statement / Holistic Goal and the rationale for each herb.  

 

7) Each Monday I will be presenting a review of all homework submissions with the student name 
appearing.  

The review will be brief with a more detailed critique being sent via email (see #10).  

This critique is for us to learn and grow from, becoming the best possible formulators we can.  

I will also present my prepared program.  

A program will then be crafted for the client, medicines created and shipped to the person for their needs. 
We will see this client for a follow-up in approximately 6 weeks to review success. (see #8)  

 

8) Follow-up Adjustments and Recommendations  

Each of our 6 participants will return for a follow-up consultation to review their progress. During this 
consultation we will identify the adjustments that may be needed for continued care and the original 
program will be adjusted.  

Students are encouraged to send a document detailing what adjustments they would suggest and any 
tweaks to the formulas they would recommend for review. This step is not mandatory but highly 
recommended.  

 

9) Time commitment  

The homework may take anywhere from 1 – 4 or 5 hours depending on a few factors. Be sure to create 
space in your week to complete this project to the best of your ability.  

 

10) Feedback  

I will be emailing each student with constructive feedback by Wednesday at Noon following the Monday 
review. I encourage dialog through this exchange if the student would like more mentorship.  

 

Best of luck to each of you!  

 


